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1.        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this research was to determine the effects of constant amplitude high 

compressive stresses on the fatigue life 7075-T651 and 2024-T3 aluminum alloys. 

This project consisted of three components: finite element modeling/analysis, generation of 

fatigue crack growth data for AFGROW modifications, and verification testing. An elastic- 

plastic finite element analysis program (ZEP2D) was used to determine the stress field in the 

crack plane for the different testing conditions. Fatigue crack growth data from center- 

notched, through-cracked panels were collected for both alloys at several loads and stress 

ratios, and these data were used to modify tabular crack growth data for the AFGROW 

program. Center-notched and surface-cracked specimens were then tested to verify 

AFGROW predictions (with updated tabular data) for crack shape and fatigue lifetimes. 

The finite element model results did not show that there was any significant difference 

between the residual stresses in the crack growth plane between the different compressive 

loading cases for each of the two materials of interest. However, as expected, there was a 

difference in the residual stresses in the crack growth plane between the 2024-T3 and 

7075-T6 aluminum materials. 

The experimental data showed that there was a difference in the fatigue crack growth rates 

in the high (R= -6.0 & -9.0) compressive loading cases.   This higher compressive loading 



resulted in slower crack growth rates, as opposed to the moderate compressive loading 

case (R= -2.5). This data does not show an "acceleration" effect, due to compressive 

loading in the 2024-T3 material, as reported in earlier studies. In addition, no significant 

"compressive" effect was observed in the 7075-T6 material. However, due to the limited 

number of specimens used in this study, it is not clear whether the difference in results 

between the testing and analysis is due to data scatter, localized crack-face buckling, or 

other factors. 



2. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this research is to determine the effects of compressive loading on the 

fatigue crack growth rates of 7075-T651 and 2024-T3 aluminum alloys. The data 

generated in this research will be used to enhance the capabilities of the AFGROW fatigue 

crack growth life prediction program [1]. Empirical relationships have been developed to 

predict fatigue crack growth rates as a function of the stress intensity factor (K), and the 

stress ratio, R (min. stress/max. stress) [2,3]. The stress intensity factor, by definition, does 

not have meaning under compressive loading, so most current LEFM-based fatigue crack 

growth life prediction methods do not use negative stress intensity (K) values to determine 

the fatigue crack growth rates. The common practice for accounting for "negative" stress 

intensity factors is to replace AK with Kmax, when R<0. While negative stress ratios have 

been shown to have little influence on 7075 aluminum [4,5], they have been shown to affect 

the crack growth rates of 2024, particularly near threshold, Ku,, values [6]. Plasticity- 

induced, fatigue crack closure has been suggested to be the reason [7]. 

In the AFGROW code, the assumption made is that for R < RLo there is no further effect on 

da/dN vs. Kmax. (Typically, RLo is in the range of-0.4< RLo< -0.2). However, since RLo is a 

subjectively assigned value, it is often a matter of debate within the fracture mechanics 

community. Therefore, verification testing of specimens subjected to tensile-compressive 



constant amplitude fatigue cycles was performed to determine the effect(s) of high 

compressive stresses on fatigue crack growth rates of 2024 and 7075 aluminum alloys. 



3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Finite element models were generated for the middle tension (M(t)) specimen geometry, 

tested in this program. The purpose of the finite element analyses was to examine the 

residual stress fields in the crack planes, under the actual loading conditions. Specifically of 

interest are the residual stresses in the direction of specimen loading, oy With the 

knowledge of these residual "closure" stresses, more accurate insight could be made 

between the life predictions and actual test results. 

The finite element code used to evaluate the elastic-plastic and stress history effects due to 

the constant amplitude fatigue loading examined under this study, was ZIP2D [8]. ZIP2D 

is a two-dimensional, elastic-plastic finite element code that uses constant-strain triangular 

elements and an 'initial stress' approach [9] to approximate nonlinear material behavior. 

The ZIP2D code also uses incremental loading in order to satisfy both the yield condition 

(von Mises) and flow rule (Prandtl-Reuss or Drucker) associated with incremental 

plasticity. 

Crack extension and intermittent contact of the crack surfaces are accounted for in ZIP2D 

by an efficient modification of the structural stiffness matrix. This procedure has the 

advantage that the complete stiffness matrix does not have to be reformulated and 

decomposed each time that the crack is extended, closed or opened. Further details can be 

found in Reference 8.  The fatigue loading situations examined in this study were constant 



amplitude for several different stress ratios. The ZIP2D code has been used successfully in 

several studies investigating the effects of fatigue crack closure, fracture criterion for 

widespread cracking, and fracture analysis of stiffened panels with widespread cracking 

[10,11,12]. 

3.1.     Finite Element Model 

The middle tension specimen geometry modeled in this study is shown in Figure 1. Due to 

specimen geometry and loading, symmetry was used in which one-quarter of the specimen 

was modeled. The one-quarter specimen geometry dimensions were 8.0-inches long x 2.0- 

inches wide x 0.25-inches thick. Two different crack geometries, with half-crack lengths 

(c) of 0.5 inches and 1.0 inches, were analyzed in this study. 

To perform the elastic-plastic analysis of these two geometries, 90% of the crack length of 

interest was modeled, initially, as a "free" surface. Subsequently, the crack was allowed to 

propagate, under cyclic loading, to its final crack length of interest. This was done for two 

reasons: first, the model would reflect the stress history effects seen in the crack plane; and 

second, modeling 90% of the final crack length as a free surface would reduce the model 

computation time. 
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Figure 1. M (T) Specimen Geometry 

Great care was taken to model the finite element mesh in the region of the crack-tip and 

crack-propagation direction to ensure accuracy. Element sizes of 0.005 inch were used in 

the region of the crack tip and direction of crack propagation. This level of detail is shown 

in Figure 2. 



Figure 2. Mesh Detail in the Crack Region 

Element sizes were conservatively increased away from the crack-tip region. A 

representation of the whole finite element model can be seen in Figure 3. This meshing 

procedure was found to be reasonable and compared well to studies previously reported 

[10,13,14]. 
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Figure 3. Finite Element Model 

The material model for the constant-strain triangular elements was piece-wise linear (w/ 

isotropic hardening) and consisted of six segments. The stress-strain curves for the 2024- 

T3 and 7075-T6 aluminum materials were approximated from MTL-HDBK-5F Data. 

These material data curves are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The boundary conditions were 

symmetric, except in the crack plane, where they consisted of linear springs. For free 

nodes, the spring stiffness is set to zero. For fixed nodes, the spring stiffness is set to an 

extremely large (approximately 10E+07 times the modulus of elasticity in the structure) 

numerical value. 



Material Property Data for 2024-T3 Aluminum 

Figure 4. 2024 Al Stress-Strain Curve 

Material Properly Data for 7075-T6 Aluminum 

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

Strain (Infln) 

0.12 0.14 

Figure 5. 7075 Al Stress-Strain Curve 

There was no attempt to incorporate a failure criteria for crack growth. Crack growth was 

simulated by releasing one node, during each cycle, at the maximum applied stress. This is 

accomplished by releasing the springs of nodes, upon reaching the maximum opening load 

(stress) in this study. Therefore, the results of this study should only be viewed as trends in 
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crack growth behavior. In addition, due to the length of the cracks modeled in this study 

(0.5 and 1.0 inch), it is possible that stable tearing is already occurring in this region. 

The different load cases that were examined in this study can be found in Table 1. The 

initial test matrix called out for testing at maximum stress levels of 5 ksi at stress ratios (R) 

of-0.5, -6.0 and -9.0. However, in the 2024-T3 aluminum, the R= -9.0 value was too 

close to the compressive yield stress of the material, causing buckling failures. 

Table 1. Load Cases Modeled with ZIP2D 

Material 

fAluminum) 

Max Stress 
(ksi) 

Stress Ratio, R {cWcrmax} 
-O.50 -6.00 -9.00 

2024-T3 5.00 X X 
7075-T6 5.00 X X X 

To stabilize any stress history effects, crack growth was initiated 0.05 inches prior to the 

crack length of interest (approximately 12 cycles in these cases), allowing stresses in the 

crack plane to equalize. An example of the load history is shown in Figure 6. 

11 



Load History forZIP2D Analysis 
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Figure 6. Load History for R= -6.0 

The ZBP2D code was modified to print out the stresses in the crack plane for maximum, 

minimum, and approximately zero loading. The tolerances in which the stresses were 

printed out were within +/- 100 psi of the target load. For the load cases evaluated in this 

study, the "zero load" values ranged between +/- 70 psi. Therefore, instead of the residual 

stresses being printed out at exactly 0 psi, they were often some small variation around that 

value. This small variation had little, or no effect, when comparing the residual stress 

values between the load cases for the two materials. 
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3.2.      Finite Element Results 

The results of the elastic-plastic, finite element analysis for the 2024-T3 aluminum showed 

that there was no difference in residual stresses in the crack plane in the 0.5 inch crack 

cases for the two stress ratios of interest. The results are shown in Figure 7. 

2024-T3 Aluminum 

*WB*wwwwottM,BBaBawflwi 

-Sig-Y(R-.S) 

-Sij-Y(R-6.0) 

Figure 7. Residual Stresses in Crack Plane for 0.5 Inch Crack (2024) 

In the 0.5-inch-crack case, there is a discontinuity in the residual stress distribution behind 

the crack tip, at an x-distance of 0.45 inch. This point can be attributed to a "build up" of 

residual stresses, at the point of contact between the "open" and "closed" portions of the 

crack. This is also the point at which the cyclic loading was initiated, and the first plastic 

and residual stress zones are coincident. This behavior was present in all load cases, in one 

form or another. 

13 



For the 1.0-inch-long crack case, there appears to be subtle differences in the residual 

stresses, behind the crack tip. These results are shown in Figure 8. 

2024-T3 Aluminum 

0.00 1 a«»B«9Q MHMMBOMSMI 

-Sig-Y(R=^0.5) 

-Si9-Y(R-6.0) 

Figure 8. Residual Stresses in Crack Plane for 1.0 Inch-Crack (2024) 

This difference is most likely the result of excessive stresses (yielding) experienced in the 

crack-tip region in the R= -6.0 case. Yielding is also present slightly in front of the crack- 

tip, at an x-distance of 1.00-1.05 inches. The slight difference in the peak values might also 

be attributed to the slight difference in the "zero" load stress. The "zero" load stress was 

approximately 40 psi in one case (R=-0.5) and -70 psi (R=-6.0) in the other. 

Considering the specimen geometry (4.0-inch wide x 0.25-inch thick), a 2-inch (total) crack 

experiences a net section compressive stress of 60 ksi, well within the plastic range for this 

material. For the R=-0.5 case, the net section stress would be approximately 5 ksi, or still 

14 



within the linear response range of the material. When comparing these two situations, one 

might expect some differences in the stress profiles overall. However, it should be noted 

that there should be no significant amount of difference in the crack opening load between 

these two cases. Therefore, it might be surmised that the crack-growth behavior between 

these two situations would be very similar, if not, exactly the same. 

The results of the elastic-plastic, finite element analysis for the 7075-T6 aluminum showed 

that there was no difference in residual stresses in the crack plane for the 0.5-inch crack or 

the 1.0 inch-crack cases. Due to the higher yield strength capabilities of this alloy, there 

were three stress ratios to compare. The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 

7075-T6 Aluminum 

-Sg-Y(RM>.5) 

-Sig-Y(R=^.0) 
-Si9-Y(R=-9.0V 

X-Oistance (in) 

Figure 9. Residual Stresses in Crack Plane for 0.5-Inch Crack (7075) 
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7075-T6 Aluminum 

X-Distance (in) 

Figure 10. Residual Stresses in Crack Plane for 1.0-Inch Crack (7075) 

In Figure 9, it is shown that there are no negative compressive residual stresses in the crack 

plane. This is not an accurate representation of the stresses in the crack plane for this 

situation. The reason for this absence of negative stresses is that the finite element model 

used in this study was not refined enough in the area of the crack tip to properly reflect the 

residual stresses in the plastic zone for this combination of material, geometry and loading 

conditions. A quick calculation of an Irwin (circular) plastic zone concludes that the plastic 

zone radius, rPt for this situation is less than 0.002 inch. The Irwin plastic zone can be 

calculated by the formula: 

1 

2n 
Kj 

\2 

\&YSJ 
0) 

where: 
Ki = Mode I stress intensity factor 
ors = material yield stress 
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Since the size of the elements in the vicinity of the crack tip were approximately 0.005 inch, 

it would follow that the finite element analysis would "miss" the displacements (and 

consequently stresses) within the small plastic zone at the crack tip. 

However, after examining the 1-inch-crack case (Figure 10), there appears to be no 

difference in the residual stresses in the crack plane between the three cases. This would 

suggest that for the 0.5-inch-crack case (Figure 9), there would also be no difference 

between the three cases. This is because, for the 0.5-inch-crack case, the stress intensity 

factors Ki (and plastic zones) are much smaller, and therefore LEFM (Linear Elastic 

Fracture Mechanics) criteria would be met more rigorously. It is for these reasons, and 

increased modeling time, that the 0.5-inch-crack case analysis was not repeated in this 

study. 

In summary, it could be concluded that for the load cases examined, there should be no 

differences in the fatigue crack growth rate behavior between loading conditions for each 

material. It should be noted that these conclusions are based only on the residual stress 

field similarities under similar loading conditions (stress, frequency, wave shape, R). Many 

other material-related factors influencing the fatigue crack growth rate are: material 

chemistry, product form, heat treatment, material anisotropy, batch to batch variation in 

material processing and plate thickness. Several environmental conditions affecting the 

fatigue crack growth rates could be environment (humidity, salt water, etc.) and 

temperature.  Therefore, in real testing (and service) environments, extreme differences in 

17 



crack growth rate behavior could be observed, unless there is a conscious effort made to 

control these variables. 
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4.        VERIFICATION TESTING 

All verification testing was performed in the Fatigue and Fracture Test Facility, Bldg. 65, 

Area B, WPAFB, OH. Two 100 kip and one 50 kip MTS servo-hydraulic fatigue test 

frames, using 50% load range settings, were used to test all the specimens. The test frames 

were operated in load control with MTS 458 test controllers at frequencies of 8-10 Hz. 

Sinusoidal load control signals were generated with MS-DOS based computers running 

MATE software. 

Center-cracked and surface-cracked panels (3.95 x 16 x 0.25 inches) of 7075-T651 and 

2024-T3 aluminum were tested, under constant amplitude loading in laboratory air. 

Buckling guides were used to prevent specimen buckling under high compressive loading. 

Crack lengths were monitored by optical methods, and a total of 16 and 5 center-cracked 

and surface-cracked specimens were tested, respectively. The test matrix is shown in Table 

2. A more detailed list, including specimen ED, testing dates and machine usage can be 

found in the Appendix A. 
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Table 2. Test Matrix for 7075-T651 & 2024-T3 Al Alloys 

Alloy Configuration Max Load (kips) R Number of tests 
7075-T651 Center cracked 5.0 -0.5 3 
7075-T651 Center cracked 5.0 -6.0 2 
7075-T651 Center cracked 5.0 -9.0 4 
7075-T651 Center cracked 22.5 -2.0 2 
7075-T651 Center cracked 30.0 -1.5 1 
2024-T3 Center cracked 5.0 -0.5 2 
2024-T3 Center cracked 5.0 -6.0 2 

7075-T651 Surface cracked 7.0 -4.0 3 
2024-T3 Surface cracked 7.0 -4.0 2 

Unless otherwise noted, AK is taken to be Kmax in this report for all cases, when R is less 

than zero. 

4.1.      Center-Cracked Panel Testing 

The center-cracked panels had a 0.20-inch EDM notch machined in the center of the panel. 

All specimens were precracked, using a load shedding procedure, from 9.9 kips to 5.0 kips 

in increments of about 1 kip and crack increments of approximately 0.01 inch. This was 

done in order to reduce the amount of time it would take to generate a suitable maximum 

stress and crack length for testing. This procedure was also performed in order to remove 

any "stress history" effects on the crack tips imposed by the previous higher loads. A stress 

ratio of-0.5 was used for precracking, and testing began at crack length, c, of at least 0.1- 

inch past the notch tip. 

20 



4.1.1.   7075-T651 Aluminum Specimens 

Twelve 7075-T651 aluminum center-cracked specimens were tested.   A composite of all 

the da/dN vs. AK data can be seen in Figure 11. 

7075-T651 

I    1E-05 

□ 

x 

~7äc 

 jflR  * 5 kips, R=-0.5 
• 5 kips, R—6.0 
A 5 kips, R—9.0 
X 22.5 Hps, R=-2.0 
a 30.0 kips, R=-1.5 

"AFGROW 

Figure 11. Composite Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Plot for 7075-T651 Aluminum 

The solid line in Figure 11 is the AFGROW da/dN vs. AK curve for R= -0.33 (or any stress 

ratio less than -0.33). While there was no statistical analysis performed in this study, the 

average fatigue crack growth rates were compared, to give cursory insight into the fatigue 
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crack growth trends.  The average crack growth rates were compared at AK values of 7, 

10, and 13 ksWin, and are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Average Crack Growth Rates (in/cycle) at Several AK Levels 

Stress Ratio, R AK=7 ksWin AK=10 ksWin AK=13 ksiVin 
-0.5 4.7e-6 14e-6 27e-6 
-6 4.0e-6 7.7e-6 18e-6 
-9 3.1e-6 7.9e-6 20e-6 

The values for R= -6 and -9 were similar, in that both of their values were less than those 

of R= -0.5. The shapes of the data curves for the three conditions in Figure 12, 13 and 14 

also demonstrate this. 

1E-08 

Figure 12. Crack Growth Rate Plot for 7075-T651 Al with PmM= 5 kips; R= -0.5 
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Figure 13. Crack Growth Rate Plot for 7075-T651 Al with ?„,«= 5 kips; R= -6 
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Figure 14. Crack Growth Rate Plot for 7075-T651 AI with Pm«= 5 kips; R= -9 

For R=-6 and -9 in Figures 13 and 14, respectively, the curves have a slight positive 

curvature, whereas Figure 12 for R=-0.5 has an apparent, slight negative curvature. It is 

not conclusive whether the negative curvature is a real phenomena, as opposed to data 

scatter, or part of the lower (close to threshold) fatigue crack growth rate "double knees" 

reported in previous studies [15]. 
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The AFGROW curve is the best fit of combined data. Even though five testing conditions 

were used, and keeping in mind the aforementioned discrepancies, the data in Figure 11 

agrees with the AFGROW curve. The high end of AK values fit good with the rest of the 

AK values and the AFGROW curve. Due to the number of tests and various loading 

conditions, the data generated for this testing program is descriptive of most practical 

constant amplitude, compressive loading situations. The testing conditions and fatigue 

lifetimes for center-cracked panel testing is in Table 4. The da/dN vs. AK data was used to 

modify the tabular data used in the AFGROW program. This data was then used to predict 

lifetimes of the surface cracked specimens. 

Table 4. Fatigue Lifetimes for 7075-T651 Al Under Reported Testing Conditions 

Specimen Maximum load 
(kips) 

Stress-Ratio 
(R) 

c, after pre- 
cracking (in) 

Cycles to 
Failure 

4A-01 5.0 -0.5 0.2390 423052 
4A-02 5.0 -0.5 0.2010 666561 
4A-03 5.0 -0.5 0.2050 480772 
4A-04 5.0 -6.0 0.2010 449281 
4A-05 5.0 -6.0 0.2325 232796 
4A-06 5.0 -9.0 0.2070 285875 
4A-07 5.0 -9.0 0.2005 484490 
4A-08 5.0 -9.0 0.1995 388647 
4A-09 5.0 -9.0 0.2030 302908 
4 A-11 22.5 -2.0 0.1930 1962 
4A-12 22.5 -2.0 0.1910 2508 
4A-13 30.0 -1.5 0.1935 455 

One possible explanation of the scatter in the data is the fact that all testing was performed 

under laboratory conditions, where humidity levels were not held constant.   Data from a 

recent  in-house  experimental  effort   [16]   showed  that  7075-T651   was  effected  by 
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differences in humidity levels. Generally, tests performed under high humidity conditions 

(>85%) showed a higher crack growth rate than data taken under low humidity conditions 

(<15%). Data for these two humidity level extremes was converted to the equivalent of 

R=-0.33 using the Harter T-Method [17], and is shown for comparison with the test data 

taken for this effort in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Composite Data Compared to High and Low Humidity Data for 7075-T651 

It should be noted that the data used to generate the curves for rates above 1.0E-05 

in/cycle were not plentiful. Similar data from other unpublished studies has indicated that 

the data for "wet" and "dry" environments tend to converge to higher crack growth rates. 

It is plausible that this could be explained by the time required for a humidity reaction to 

occur. However, if true, this would also be a function of loading frequency. In any event, 
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the data for these tests seems to fall within the band of the high and low humidity data, 

when adjusted to R=-0.33. 

4.1.2.   2024-T3 Aluminum Specimens 

Four 2024-T3 center-cracked specimens were tested. The limited testing of 2024-T3 

aluminum was reported, due to frequent buckling failures at the higher stress ratios. 

Several specimens buckled in the presence of anti-buckling guides. The da/dN vs. AK data 

that was collected, can be seen in Figure 16, and plots for each specimen can be found in 

Figures 17 and 18. 
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Figure 16. Composite Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Plot for 2024-T3 Aluminum 
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Figure 17. Crack Growth Rate Plot for 2024-T3 Al with Pmax= 5 kips; R= -0.5 
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Figure 18. Crack Growth Rate Plot for 2024-T3 Al with Pmax= 5 kips; R= -6 

These curves have a distinct difference for the two different testing conditions. The curve 

for R=-6, Figure 18, has a positive curvature, and the curve for R=-0.5, Figure 17, has a 

negative curvature. These curves are consistent with the 7075 curves, but the R=-6 curve 

does not have a "knee" at the lower end, like the other curves. The specimens with R= -6 
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have a slower crack growth rate at the 10 ksiVin level, compared to R=-0.5. The 7075 

aluminum behaves similarly. The testing conditions and fatigue lifetimes for center- 

cracked-panel tests are in Table 5. 

Table 5. Fatigue Lifetimes for 2024-T3 AI Under Reported Testing Conditions 

Specimen Maximum load 
(kips) 

R-ratio c, after pre- 
cracking (in) 

Cycles to 
Failure 

4B-02 5.0 -0.5 0.1990 1753510 
4B-03 5.0 -0.5 0.1995 2444381 
4B-06 5.0 -6.0 0.2000 1458099 
4B-10 5.0 -6.0 0.2015 1394955 

Due to the limited number of 2024-T3 aluminum specimens tested under these conditions, 

it is not obvious if this data can be considered conclusive, especially, in the lower da/dN vs. 

AK ranges. As the fatigue crack grows in finite width specimens, the net section stress 

elevates to values that induce large amounts of plasticity. It is possible that in the high 

stress ratio case (R= -6.0), large amounts of plasticity may be influencing the fatigue crack 

growth rates beyond what is considered valid under linear elastic fracture mechanics. It is 

interesting to note that the fatigue crack growth rates for the high compressive stress ratios 

appear to be less than those at lesser negative stress ratios. This is contrary to earlier 

reports that higher negative stress ratio's would increase (accelerate) the fatigue crack 

growth rates in some aluminum alloys, especially 2024-T3 aluminum [5]. 
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4.2.      Surface-Cracked Panel Testing 

The surface-cracked specimens had a 0.10-inch EDM semi-circular notch machined in the 

center of the panel. The specimens were precracked by load shedding from 14 kips to 7.0 

kips with R= -0.5 and crack increments of 0.01 inch. The crack length at the beginning of 

the test was at least 0.05 inch beyond the notch to eliminate "stress history" effects. The 

half-crack lengths, c, were recorded at 0.005-inch increments, and the back of the panel 

was monitored to determine when the surface crack propagated through the panel thickness 

to become a through-thickness crack. Once the crack became a through-thickness crack, 

the half-crack lengths were recorded at 0.05-inch increments. The crack shape at break- 

through and cycles to break-through were compared to AFGROW predictions. 

The life predictions in AFGROW are made with da/dN vs. AK data generated using 

traditional Linear Elastic Fracture Methods (LEFM) methods, and engineering assumptions 

[17]. Since the loading in this study was constant amplitude, no "closure" models were 

used in AFGROW. However, when performing fatigue crack growth life predictions under 

spectrum loading conditions, engineers can incorporate these "closure" effects using the 

Wheeler [18], Willenborg [19], or Harter [20] crack growth retardation models. These 

various models take in to account the load history by estimating the amount of time it takes 

a crack to grow out of a plastic zone imposed by "overloads" or "underloads" in the fatigue 

spectrum. 
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4.2.1.   7075-T651 Aluminum Specimens 

Three specimens of 7075-T651 surface-cracked panels were tested. The fatigue crack 

growth lifetime for the surface-cracked panel can be broken down into the cycle count 

required for break-through, and the cycle count from break-through to failure. These two 

lifetimes were predicted with AFGROW, using tabular da/dN vs. AK data, which included 

the results of center-cracked-panel testing. A semi-circular crack, corresponding to the 

crack length after precracking, was entered into AFGROW (center semi-elliptic 

configuration), and the predicted cycle count at break-through was recorded in Table 6. 

The half-crack length, predicted at break-through, was also recorded. The half-crack 

length at break-through was then entered into AFGROW (center-through-crack 

configuration) and the predicted cycle count to failure is reported in Table 7. The quarter- 

crack length was also entered into AFGROW for comparison. 

Table 6. Fatigue and Crack Shape Data from Precracking to Break-Through 

half crack length, c (inches) Surface crack lifetime 
after Pre- 
cracking 

after 
breakthrough 

AFGROW 
prediction 

(cycles) 
Specimen Alloy Testing AFGROW 

5A-01 7075-T6 0.1015 0.3040 0.344 362078 457871 
5A-02 7075-T6 0.0915 0.3110 0.346 421277 543827 
5A-03 7075-T6 0.0935 0.3315 0.345 390083 524844 
5B-03 2024-T3 0.1600 0.1905 0.286 152015 65800 
5B-04 2024-T3 0.0925 0.3155 0.304 764129 1708000 
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Table 7. Fatigue Data from Break-Through to Failure for Different Initial Crack Lengths 

Through crack lifetime (cycles) 
Testing AFGROW* 

prediction 
AFGROW** 

prediction Specimen Alloy 
5A-01 7075-T6 189783 70902 146391 

5A-02 7075-T6 140534 69284 141604 

5A-03 7075-T6 104139 64808 131026 

5B-03 2024-T3 807033 683969 1387191 

5B-04 2024-T3 594786 238462 879497 

* Center-through-crack configuration with inputted initial crack length as listed in the fourth column in 
Table 6. 
**   Center-through-crack configuration with inputted initial crack length as one-half the values in the 
fourth column in Table 6. 

The results in Table 6 show that the predicted lifetimes from precracking to break-through 

(surface crack lifetime) were consistently nonconservative. The predicted lifetimes from 

break-through to failure were consistently conservative, and might be attributed to 

assumptions made in the AFGROW program. First, AFGROW assumes that a growing 

crack is either a surface crack or a through-crack during the course of the analysis. 

AFGROW does this by assuming that a part-through crack converts to a through-crack at 

approximately 90% of the specimen thickness. However, at break-through, the crack on 

the backside of the specimen had a shorter length than on the front side where the 

measurements were taken. Secondly, the part-through crack stress intensity solution in 

AFGROW is based on the earlier work of Newman and Raju [21], and was not fully 

implemented for these analyses. More complete stress intensity solutions for this part- 

through-crack case can be found in the literature [21,22], and are presently being 

incorporated into the AFGROW code. 
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In this study, the specimen backside was not monitored after break-through, and since it 

was assumed that the surface crack transforms into a through-crack in a negligible amount 

of cycles, could have been a source of error. It may be more realistic to use an "effective" 

crack length, which is not as long as the "measured" crack length, for the purpose of 

fatigue crack growth rate analysis. This approach was implemented is this study. It can be 

seen that if the "break-through" half-crack length values, inputted into AFGROW, are 

scaled by 0.5 inch, then the accuracy of the three AFGROW predictions increases. 
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4.2.2.   2024-T3 Aluminum Specimens 

Two specimens of 2024-T3 surface-cracked panels were tested. The results were 

compared to AFGROW in Table 6. The discrepancy for panel 5B-03 can be explained 

from the precracking schedule. The crack arrested during precracking and the panel was 

cycled for over 2 million cycles. Although the crack was not growing on the surface, it 

most likely was growing in the thickness direction. Once the precracking was finished, the 

aspect ratio of the crack was much larger than it would have been, had the crack not 

arrested on the surface. It is believed that the large aspect ratio resulted in a quicker break- 

through when the testing began. 

4.2.3.  Additional Testing 

Due to the limited amount of test cases performed for the 2024-T3 aluminum and the 

availability of additional 7075-T651 specimens, two additional test cases were run at 

different maximum stresses and stress ratios for the 7075-T651 aluminum material. This 

testing was performed in order to investigate the effect of higher maximum stresses for this 

material. These tests were included to address whether the crack growth rate behavior 

under negative R conditions is drastically effected when the maximum stresses applied are 

above 20-30% of yield stress. 
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The load conditions were chosen to allow a maximum compressive load of -45 kips. This 

level of compression was equal to that used for the test shown in Table 3 for this alloy (R= 

-9.0). Due to the high operating stresses used in these two cases, limited "upper end" 

da/dN vs. AK data was gathered. 

The first case was for a maximum load of 22.5 kips (-40% of yield stress) with a stress 

ratio of -2.0. The fatigue crack growth rates compared well with those implemented in 

AFGROW, and the plot is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Crack Growth Rate Plot for 7075-T651 Al with Pmax= 22.5 kips; R= -2 

The second case was for a maximum load of 30 kips (>50% of yield stress) with a stress 

ratio of-1.5. The fatigue crack growth rates compared well with those implemented in 

AFGROW, and the plot is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Crack Growth Rate Plot of 7075-T651 Al with Pmax= 30 kips; R= -1.5 
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APPENDIX A 

Figure A.1: Detailed Information for Specimen Tests 

i 7075-T651- Center Notch 

Specimen       Mach    »pre    P(kips| 

10       -0.5 5.0 4A-01 

4A-02 

4A-03 

4A-04 

4A-05 

4A-06 

4A-07 

4A-08 

4A-09 

4A-11 

4A-12 

4A-13 

4 

10 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

3 

-0.5 

-0.5 

-0.5 

-0.5 

-0.5 

-0.5 

-0.5 

-0.5 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

-0.5 22.5 

-0.5 22.5 

-0.5        30.0 

inii 
-os 

-0.5 

-0.5 

-6.0 

-6.0 

-9.0 

-9.0 

-9.0 

-9.0 

-2.0 

-2.0 

-1.5 

! 2Ö24-T3- Center Notch 

Specimen      Mach    Rpre P(fcips) 

4B-02             10        -0.5 5.0 

4B-03             10        -0.5 5.0 

4B-06             3         -0.5 5.0 

4B-10             4         -0.5 5.0 

;: 7G75-T65I* -Surface'Flaw"";;'' 

lllll Test E°d 

3-27 3-29 ** 

5-9 7-18 8-10 

5-8 7-21 8-10 

5-12 5-19 6-20 

5-15 7-21 8-10 

5-16 8-15 9-20 

5-17 ** 6-27 

5-18 6-27 7-14 

5-18 8-15 9-18 

11-8 11-8 11-9 

11-8 11-14 11-14 

11-14 11-15 11-15 

1111111 • *pr«--;: Test End 

-öl  **  8-21  lOo 

-0.5 4-26 10-5 10-19 

-6.0 4-26 9-22 10-11 

-6.0 5-9 9-22 10-11 
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Specimen Mach ftpre PjkipsJ Rtest       Pre Test End 

5A-01 10-3 -0.5         7.0         -4.0 10-19 11-1 11-7 

5A-02             3 -0.5         7.0        -4.0 10-23 10-24 10-27 

5A-03             3 -0.5         7.0        -4.0 10-27 10-30 11-1 

2024-Ti - Surface Flaw 

SptfCHtteti Mach Rpre P(kips) Rtest Pre Test End 

5B-03 12-3 -0 5         7 0        -4 0 7-10 10-16 10-20 

5B-04             4 -0.5         7.0        -4.0 10-18 10-20 10-31 
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